Subchallenge 1 rank summary sentence 1 Kmeans clustering to divide cell lines into sub groups for prediction using randomForest 2 Kernel bilinear regression with an integrated cell lines kernel based on SNPs, RNA--Seq and covariates and a muti--task chemicals kernel based on empirical correlations.
62
The toxicity of an unknown cell was predicted by a weighted average of toxicity values of closely related cells, as defined by Pearson correlation coefficients of surrogate biomarkers for each toxin.
Kernel based matrix factorization 66
A machine learning approach that uses Feature Selection coupled with a regression method to resolve the problem of Toxicogenetic Dream Sub--Challenges.
68
Linear regression with elastic net regression is used to predict EC10 cytotoxicity with RNAseq and SNP data as predictors.
69
71
An approach based on two dimensionality reduction techniques Locality--Sensitive Hashing (LSH) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in connection to discriminative learning methods.
72
75
Gaussian process regression on a per--compound basis, tuning the set of SNPs used for each compound, and flipping the predictions of lowest quality.
76 Single task univariate linear regression over the first principal component computed on a reduced set of SNPs.
Bayesian Multiple Kernel Learning with additional input data 80
82
85
We estimate the probabilities of signal transduction for all the stimulus--response circuits of each signalling pathway from gene expression values, which are further used in a SVM âˆˆ--regression with k--fold cross--validation to obtain a prediction model. Subchallenge 2 rank summary sentence 1 Our method used feature selection and group based models to predict cytotoxicities for new compounds.
2 Our method used group--based models for prediction.
3 We used group based models. 4 We used group based models. 5 We used group based models. 6 ElasticNet prediction of median and inter--quantile distance of log(EC10) as two independent problems 8 Random forest model with some simple variable selection beforehand 9 Molecules are characterized by biolotechnological measurements (pharmacological analoging) rather than by their chemical structure (structural analoging).
10
Two kinds of feature: CDK and SiRMS were combined, generalized boosted regression model is constructed to do the prediction task.
11
Molecules are characterized by biolotechnological measurements (pharmacological analoging) rather than by their chemical structure (structural analoging).
12
A hybrid approach using a selection method based on Random Forests to determine variable importance coupled with Support Vector Machines to model cytotoxicity to chemical compounds based on structural descriptors.
13
Molecules are characterized by biolotechnological measurements (pharmacological analoging) rather than by their chemical structure (structural analoging). 14 A hybrid approach using a selection method based on Random Forests to determine variable importance coupled with Support Vector Machines to model populations median cytotoxicity to chemical compounds based on structural descriptors. Multivariate adaptive regression splines was applied to predict populations 5th and 95th cytotoxicity quartiles.
15
The set of chemical descriptors were expanded by using external sources and including metabolite information for the subsequent prediction of drug sensitivity with Random Forest.
16 Gradient Boosting Machine after simple variable selection step 17 Support vector regression prediction of median and inter--quantile distance of log(EC10) as two independent problems.
18 Greedy ensemble of several standard machine learning methods
19
21 Two kinds of features were combined, the random forest model was trained to do the prediction task.
22
24
25 Ensemble prediction of median and inter--quantile distance of log(EC10) as two independent problems 26 A neural network trained on selected SNPs and dimension--reduced chemical features to do regression on EC10 values.
28
A neural network trained on selected SNPs and dimension--reduced chemical features to do regression on EC10 values.
29
30
31
Two kinds of features were combined, the principal component analysis technique was used to do dimension reduction, the linear regression model was trained to do the prediction task.
33 Kernel based matrix factorization 36 Two kinds of features were combined, the elastic net model was trained to do the prediction task.
37
38
We have used random forest (ensemble decision tree) algorithm to predict the cytotoxicity of chemicals using their chemical attributes.
40
Partial least squares (PLS) is a projection method where the independent variables, represented as the matrix X, are projected onto a low dimensional space. PLS uses both X and Y.
41 MARS (Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines) model after simple preprocessing 42 A hybrid approach using a selection method based on Random Forests to determine variable importance coupled with Support Vector Machines to model populations median cytotoxicity to chemical compounds based on structural descriptors. Multivariate adaptive regression splines was applied to predict populations 5th and 95th cytotoxicity quartiles.
43
46
Partial least squares (PLS) is a projection method where the independent variables, represented as the matrix X, are projected onto a low dimensional space. PLS uses both X and Y. 
51
A hybrid approach using a selection method based on Random Forests to determine variable importance coupled with Support Vector Machines to model populations median cytotoxicity to chemical compounds based on structural descriptors. Multivariate adaptive regression splines was applied to predict populations 5th and 95th cytotoxicity quartiles.
52
Multi--task GP regression prediction of median and inter--quantile distance of log(EC10) as two independent problems. 54 An ensemble of 10 different machine learning models averaged together.
55
Partial least squares (PLS) is a projection method where the independent variables, represented as the matrix X, are projected onto a low dimensional space. PLS uses both X and Y. 74 k--nearest--neighbor prediction of median and inter--quantile distance of log(EC10) as two independent problems.
79
80
Random Forest regression in R statistical environment was used to predict median values and interquartile ranges for EC10 in the 50 test compounds (for which no EC10 values were provided), based on a training dataset of 106 compounds. 
